
ARS ITALICA CALVISIUS OSCIERTRA - Classic
Extracted from the Russian sturgeon, a species with origins from the Caspian Sea, Black Sea, and 

Azov Sea, this medium-sized fish can weigh from 44-132 lbs and requires approximately 9 to 11 

years to harvest this caviar. This elegant roe with a diameter between 7/64 and 1/8 inch boasts a 

soft flavor with fruity notes and delicate nutty aromas. The color ranges from dark brown to beige. 

Enjoy it on its own. Suggested pairing: Brut or elegant sparkling wines.

ARS ITALICA CALVISIUS OSCIETRA - Royal
Extracted from the Russian sturgeon, a species with origins from the Caspian Sea, Black Sea, and 

Azov Sea, this medium-sized fish can weigh from 44-132 lbs and requires approximately 10 to 11 

years to harvest this caviar. Only the largest roe are selected for this elegant caviar, with a subtle 

fruity and nutty flavor. The color ranges from dark brown to beige. Considered to be one of the 

more notable caviars, enjoy it on its own. Suggested pairing: top quality Brut and silky sparkling wines.

CALVISIUS SIBERIAN - Classic
Siberian Classic is a caviar extracted from the Siberian sturgeon. A medium-sized fish with a 

weight between 17 and 88 lbs, originally found in the fluvial basins of Siberia (from the Ob to the 

Kolyma rivers) and Lake Baikal. The time required to harvest this caviar is approximately 6 to 8 

years. Siberian Classic Caviar boasts a strong character and is very versatile in the kitchen. The 

size of the egg differs with the age of the sturgeon and it’s color ranges from grey to amber. Pairs 
nicely with Potatoes, sour cream, crème fraiche, soft bread, or in the most traditional Russian way, 
with blinis. Suggested pairing: Brut champagnes or dry white, mineral driven wines and vodka.

CALVISIUS CAVIAR GIFT PACK
A stylish gift box encloses an exclusive selection of Calvisius caviars. All Calvisius Caviars are 

Malossol, therefore contain a percentage of salt lower than 4%, which enables us to appreciate the 

diversity and bring out the character of each species of caviar. The box comes with a variety of 

three, ten-gram tins of Italian caviars, picked to represent a diversity in profile. Each box includes 

a pearl spoon.  Only $149.99!

Ring in the new 
year with decadent 

Caviar!


